July 27, 2022

LCAA Airbag
Hey Everyone.
In case you forgot this Saturday July 30th is the Banshee
Reeks Ghost Walk!!!
I know you don’t want to miss that but just in case we can
tare you away LCAA is hosting our 2nd NIGHT FLIGHT!!!!




Flying starts after 8 AM for Electric aircraft and 9 AM for
Gas/Nitro aircraft.
Flying ends at 8PM for Gas/Nitro aircraft and 11 PM for
electric aircraft. Unless we get tired and want to go home
to bed earlier.

There has been lots of talk on the Slack Night Flight Channel
so even if you aren’t flying, come by to check it all out.

As always remember to leave the front park gate as you
find it when entering or exiting the preserve.

Last word:
Our own Mike Gragg found an article on the possibility of using Dynamic Soaring on Mars with sailplanes with no motors
so, thinking club members might be interested he wrote the
attached brief article on Dynamic Soaring which also includes
the link to flying on Mars.
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